Converting Audio Into Unreal U M X Format
By Dr.Flay™ 2013/02/07

http://my.opera.com/unreal-tournament
Finally, I got round to tackling this old subject, and bringing it into the 21 st century.
The old tutorials are very out-of-date, and difficult to follow, as the Grammar and choice of words could be better.
I also noticed they often use more steps or software than necessary.

Any updates will be found at the “Your Unreal” site above.
All good software will let you “Drag-and-Drop”, so that is how I will be moving these files around.
I am also going to tell you why you are doing each bit, so you understand what is going on.
Also, make a note of the length of time your track is. You will need to remind yourself at the end ;)
Here is the Doctors remedy.
Take 1 “Audacity” and 1 “Open ModPlugTracker”
http://audacity.sourceforge.net
http://openmpt.org
UEd2 users may also need to use the old “ModPlug Player” to “fix” the tracker mod before importing.
Ued2.1 (U227i) users don't need to worry, unless they want UT99 compatible maps (which I do recommend).

STAGE-1
First drop the audio file onto Audacity. This will start a new “Project”.
(It supports many formats with it's separate FFMpeg and LAME plugins).

And “Normalize”, if it is clipping (like mine is massively).
If you enable “Show Clipping” from the “View” menu, you can see any audio that is too-loud, marked in RED.

The next steps are to reduce the size, and unfortunately the quality.

From the “Tracks” menu first reduce from “Stereo Track to Mono”, and then “Resample” to 22050 Hz.

Then change the “Project Rate” to match the 22k sample rate.
If you forget like I did, it will re-render the file back into 44100Hz !
Now from the file-menu chose “Export”.
Then change “Save as type” to “Other uncompressed files” and set it to WAV, 8bit PCM.
This will reduce the file-size (and quality) even more.

Once that is saved in your work (or a temporary) folder, you can close “Audacity” and run “OpenMPT”.

STAGE-2

Drop the new WAV onto OpenMPT.
Slow the “Tempo” to 32, and make sure MPT is set to loop playback.
This will make the “Patterns” scroll up the screen slower.

Next click on the “Patterns” tab and give your “pattern” some extra “Rows” (working-space).
The Default amount of “Rows” is only 64, because of the way trackers play music, made from short loops and beats.
We have one long sample with no loop, so we have to cheat.
The sample only gets one command at the very start, in “Row 0”, and that is to play.
After that, all the “Rows” are empty, with no starts, stops or loops.

Open the “Pattern Properties” for the first pattern “0” by clicking on the yellow “?”
Remind yourself how long the track is, and increase the "Pattern Rows" to allow a bit extra time.

At the current “Tempo” of 32, 100 rows is about 4 minutes.
(My track is about 4m20s, so I set it to 150 rows.)

Press play and watch for the number of the row it is on when the track ends.
Stop the playback, and reduce the "Pattern Properties” “Rows" to that value (you may need 1 extra).
(Mine finished on Row 111, so that is what you see in the picture.)
There are now several empty patterns of 64 rows, that the game will play before coming back to Pattern “0”.

To remove the empty patterns. Click on the first "1" to the right of the "0" and hit the delete key until
they are gone.
Now Save or Export as an "IT" Impulse Tracker module.
(You may now need to open and re-save with ModPlug Player)

Import into UEd and Save as a UMX.
My 3.3MB mp3 is now a functioning, 5.3MB, U1 engine compatible music file.

